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COVID-19 or corona virus is a natural disaster which is provoking panic throughout the world. Against this new pandemic virus, no vaccine is available. Many countries are affected by this Pakistan a large number of cases observed throughout Pakistan were recorded. Due to the COVID-19, colleges and universities is seriously affected since March 2020. Constraint recommended by the government and other organizations to address the educational process by strictly following protective measures against coronavirus for teachers, and learners. Several institutes have stopped all physical classes in universities and schools, including practical sessions. The educational process is facilitated through online in account of safety measures against coronavirus.

Globally, many teachers and students show enthusiasm towards the delivery of education through online mode. Teachers have already making plans that how to provide effective online lessons to their students.

There are many degrees awarding institutes which are authorized by Higher Education Commission (HEC) in Pakistan. Online education, examinations and assessments are started by University of health Sciences (UHS), during this pandemic COVID-19.

Online education also is called electronic learning it is the interaction between educators and learners through internet service desktop, laptop or mobile. It comprises of multiple formats like video, audio, documents etc. Following are the online modalities through which online quality education can be maintained.

1) Online lectures which can be given through different applications like zoom, Microsoft teams, google classroom, hang out etc
2) Online tutorials (asynchronous) it comprises of online multimedia learning tutorials in which video, animations, assignments and quizzes are used at the available resources for this purpose are: Aquifer, FOAMed, MedEdPortal, the New England Journal of Medicine video series or OpenPediatrics.
3) Online videos is commonly available platform, through which practical skills can be studied or synchronous online video.
4) Tele school is the channel which is launched by education ministry of Pakistan in corona virus season of lockdown through PTV (Pakistan television). This channel work for the promotion of education in Pakistan. The Education Minister of Pakistan 2020 said that the channel will be accessible from 8am to 6pm for class 1 to class 12. The Prime Minister of Pakistan 2020 has given the suggestion that this channel ought to carry on afterward the ended. The Prime Minister said it will be beneficial for the promotion of education in distant zones of our country while the COVID-19 or corona virus is a natural disaster which is provoking panic throughout the world.
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